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Short-term spot ethylene prices for prompt-month delivery to
Mont Belvieu, Texas, eased by almost 5pc this week to 37¢/
lb. Choctaw dropped by almost 10pc, trading down to 44¢/lb.
This has squeezed the Choctaw premium down to 7¢/lb against
Nova Mont Belvieu as of Tuesday, still a large historical price
differential.
A Cedar Bayou, Texas, cracker down since late last month,
still has not restarted. The market is starting to expect it may
be a few more weeks before the Baystar cracker can get up
and running, after a long period of unsuccessful attempts.
Crude prices have fallen by 1pc over the past two weeks.
Propane and butane have risen by 1pc. Light naphtha is down
by 3pc. These moves have pushed propane up to 68.9pc of
crude. Ethane has dropped by 4pc, while natural gas is down
by 4pc, maintaining the premium over fuel gas at about 7.2¢/
USG.
The most interesting market dynamic is the feedstock
conundrum. On one hand, a cracker can increase its margins
on paper by as much as 15¢/lb of ethylene produced on light
naphtha/natural gasoline compared with any other feed. The
largest deterrent to doing this is C4 demand and logistics are
problematic. Companies are not positioned well to do this. In
addition, volatility in energy and product prices such as propylene makes producers wonder how much effort and expense
are justified to be able to shift heavy. We expect heavy cracking to increase and have started to see some crackers shift
heavy, but a muted impact is expected compared with the
heavy cracking capability that exists on the US Gulf coast. The
high price of propylene has also driven butane into the second¢/lb
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most-attractive feed slot, followed by propane, with ethane
being least attractive for the average unconstrained cracker.
Ethylene demand is good for non-polyethylene (PE) derivatives. EDC operating rates are also strong. All EB/styrene
plants are operating, though rates on most units are constrained because of negative export economics and demand.
EO/EG is still struggling because of recent high ethylene prices
in Louisiana, and at least a couple of units remain down with
export volumes of MEG suffering as well.
Ethylene exports for the monomer will remain weak until
Asia and Europe move up much further, and US prices drop
substantially. PE supply in August has improved, though upmn lb
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Americas
coming turnarounds will affect supply in the coming months. It
is not clear whether a Texas high-molecular-weight high-density polyethylene (HDPE) unit has restarted after an outage.
Another HDPE unit is expected to go down in mid-September
for at least 30 days.
Spot availability is improving, though HDPE injection and
blow molding remain the most difficult to find. Spot prices are
little changed.
Final July supply and demand data showed total PE production reached 4.766bn lb, up by 6.08pc from June, with plants
running on average at 90.1pc of total capacity, according to
the American Chemistry Council’s Plastics Industry Producers’
Statistics Group as compiled by Vault Consulting. Low-density
polyethylene (LDPE) plants operated at 84.2pc of capacity in
July, linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) plants operated
at 93.7pc, and HDPE plants ran at 89.03pc of total capacity.
Total July sales fell to 4.17bn lb, down by 4.63pc from June
levels, with exports down by 9.2pc and domestic sales falling by 2.6pc over the period. LDPE sales rose by 1.4pc from
June, with domestic sales climbing by 3.9pc and exports down
by 5.3pc. July LLDPE sales declined by 7.1pc from June, with
domestic sales 4.3pc lower and exports falling by 11.2pc. HDPE
sales declined by 4.13pc, with domestic sales down by 3.4pc
and exports 9.03pc lower.
With output far surpassing sales, producers added around
596mn lb of PE to inventories in July. LDPE inventories grew
by 92mn lb, LLDPE inventories rose by 280mn lb, and HDPE
inventories added 224mn lb, according to final data.
Demand in August remains strong, with healthy underlying
demand. While some buyers may be interested in pushing off
some orders in an effort to discourage further price increases,
others will be hesitant to do that in the midst of hurricane
season.
August contract discussions are ongoing, with most producers seeking another increase of 5¢/lb, with several producers announcing an additional 5¢/lb rise for September. One
producer this week said it will hold LDPE and LLDPE prices flat
and push HDPE prices up by 5¢/lb, suggesting the possibility
for a split settlement this month. Buyers are protesting additional increases, saying they will be unable to pass them on
to downstream customers.
Export prices have moved down slightly in August in
terms of pricing offered to traders. Prices were much lower
for material that producers sold direct to other key overseas
partners.
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US polyvinyl chloride (PVC) output in August remains
constrained, with at least one turnaround ongoing and several
other operational hiccups and upstream challenges.
July PVC production fell to 1.326bn lb, down by 4.13pc
from June, with plants running on average at 85.7pc of total
capacity. Year-to-date production rose by 2.5pc from the same
period in 2020.
July PVC sales fell to 1.352bn lb, down by 4.34pc from
June, with exports 18.7pc lower and domestic sales falling by
0.8pc from June. The percentage of sales going to exports fell
to 17pc, down from a high of 26pc in January.
Year-to-date sales rose by 0.4pc, with exports down by
34.5pc and domestic sales rising by 16.2pc over the period.
Domestic sales climbed across all sectors, with sales into wire
and cable up by 9pc, sales into film and sheet rising by 8.6pc,
sales into siding up by 14pc, sales into rigid pipe and tubing
9.3pc higher and sales into windows and doors up by 25.7pc.
Sales to resellers and compounders jumped by 38.7pc over the
same period.
August demand remains strong, particularly with expectations of additional demand stemming from new federal
infrastructure spending. However, the housing market is coming down from earlier peaks, with sales of new single-family
houses in July at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 708,000,
up by 1pc from the June rate, but down by 27.2pc from July
2020, according to data from the US Census Bureau.
Contract prices in August are expected to move higher by
around 2¢/lb, with an additional 2¢/lb increase announced for
September. Export prices are also climbing.
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Latin America
Brazil's ethylene inventories are more balanced after Braskem
cut operating rates at all its naphtha and gas crackers in July,
and the polyethylene (PE) sales are better than expected in
August. Also, Braskem exported 15,000t ethylene cargo in July
from Triunfo, in Rio Grande do Sul, with 9,000t ethylene cargo
going to China priced at $921/t fob and 6,000t to the Netherlands at $1,004/t fob. There are no plans for exports in August.
In the first seven months of 2021, Brazil exported 52,000t, 4.3
times more than in the same period of 2020, with 81pc going
to Asia-Pacific and 19pc to Europe. Maintenance work was
set from July to October at downstream ethylene units. PVC
unit maintenance in northeastern Brazil started on 22 July
and should conclude on 25 August. Maintenance at the vinyl
chloride monomer unit concluded on 20 August after a month's
delay. In the south, a high-density polyethylene (HDPE) unit is
proceeding with a 20-day maintenance project that started on
11 August. Maintenance at Unigel’s styrene unit at Camaçari,
Bahia, is set from 6 September to 5 October.
Naphtha is the preferred feedstock for Brazilian crackers and there are no plans for ethane imports from the US to
replace 15pc of naphtha in a northeastern cracker. Domestic
prices, using 100pc naphtha ARA as a reference, is expected to
decrease with lower demand from the gasoline blending sector
in Northwest Europe. The imported naphtha prices, mostly
from the US, are also declining amid decreases in underlying
crude prices. Brazil imported 189,000t of naphtha in July, with
85pc coming from the US priced at $592/t CIF and 15pc from
Angola at $484/t CIF. From January to July, naphtha imports
were almost 3.0mn t, 107pc more than in 2020, with North
America providing 58pc of the total, Europe with 25pc, South
America 9pc and Africa and Middle East 7pc.
Brazil’s domestic PE prices in August remain stable after
two consecutive price cuts in June and July. Converted at the
August R$/USD average (until 24 August) of 5.26 and including taxes, PE domestic prices in August are $2,671/t for HDPE
blow molding, $2,494/t for HDPE injection molding, $2,551/t
for HDPE film, $2,585/t for linear-low-density PE (LLDPE) and
$3,173/t for low-density PE (LDPE). Domestic demand is slightly
better in August. Local currency depreciation from the average of 5.15 in July to 5.26 in August has made imports less
attractive, exports more competitive and feedstock cheaper.
Concerning Braskem sale, Morgan Stanley and JP Morgan
are the financial advisors to Novonor (formerly known as Ode-
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brecht) and Petrobras, respectively. Novonor intends to sell its
assets while Petrobras rather sell its shares.
In Mexico, on 21 August, an electrical storm at the time of
heavy rain hit the ethylene plant of the Cangrejera Complex,
damaging the tower's structure. The plant is out of operation,
and there is no forecast of when it will restart.
PE imports in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia and Peru,
of 808,800t, fell by 13pc in the first half 2021 compared with
2020. Peru was the only country whose imports grew, rising by
9pc, while imports from Argentina, Bolivia, Chile and Colombia
fell by 27pc, 23pc,13pc and 17pc, respectively.
Unipar Carbocloro, the leader in soda-chlorine production in South America integrated with vinyl units in Brazil and
Argentina, is being sold by its main shareholder, Brazil’s Vila
Velha Administracao e Participacoes, which is also considering a merger or acquisitions. In the second quarter, Unipar
Carbocloro produced 86,000t of ethylene dichloride (EDC) in
Argentina and 57,000t in Brazil, running its Santo Andre unit at
25pc capacity due to maintenance at Braskem’s ABC cracker.
In the first half, Unipar Carbocloro produced 176,700t of EDC in
Brazil and 157,300t in Argentina.
Oxiteno, the only South American ethylene oxide and
derivatives producer, was sold by its owner Ultrapar to the
Thailand group Indorama Ventures in August by $1.3 bl. Indorama already operates in the country after buying the assets
of Italy’s M&G in Brazil that include a plant in the Suape port
complex in the northeast that produces PET resin. Oxiteno
is the only South American producer of ethylene oxide and
monoethylene glycol, a key intermediate for PET resin. Oxiteno has facilities in Brazil, elsewhere in Latin America, and
in the US. Ultrapar Group is a candidate to acquire Petrobras’
Refap refinery in Rio Grande do Sul. In the first half, Oxiteno
sold 372,000t of products, including commodities and specialties. It was 7pc more than in the first half of 2020, with
domestic sales growing 10pc, thanks to agrochemicals, paints,
and varnish sectors. Exports to the US were responsible for
1pc more exports in the first half.
Brazilian styrene domestic demand is weakening. Imports
from January to July fell by 13pc from the 2020 to 117,500t.
The US sold 80pc of the total and China 20pc. EDN, the northeastern unit, is set to shut for maintenance from 6 September
to 5 October.
In Venezuela, Pequiven has halted its ethane supply, which
stopped PE output at Polinter.
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Europe
The European ethylene balance is longer than two weeks
ago and unplanned cracker outages in the AmsterdamRotterdam-Antwerp (ARA) area have restarted, improving
supply, but derivative issues have supressed demand, albeit
temporarily. Fundamentally, polyethylene (PE) demand remains strong, and higher than at this time last year, but the
supply chain has restocked to some extent over the summer
and buyers are less concerned about shortages. The fall in
North Sea Dated crude prices through the middle of August
also added to the sentiment that PE prices could be about
to drop substantially, but crude is back above $70/bl and
there seems little prospect that freight rates will fall in the
near future to facilitate more PE imports from other lowerpriced regions.
Crude oil prices fell from $73.94/bl on the last working
day of July to a four-month low of $66.02/bl on 19 August.
Prices were pulled down by fears that a rise in the number
of Covid-19 cases in most regions would delay the recovery in
fuel demand, and although this has not changed, supply issues
in Mexico and confidence that the Opec+ group is sustaining its
grip on supply have supported the oil price rally.
While crude oil prices and related naphtha prices fell
through much of August, increasing cracker margins, LPG
prices have been tracking above naphtha, and propane prices
have averaged 99pc of naphtha in August and been up to
5pc higher at one point. Propane supplies out of the US have
been restricted by local demand as the market builds winter
stock positions and a limited volume of new supply wells are
being opened. Coastal butane prices have also been higher in
August, at an average of 98pc of naphtha, and have sustained
a 5pc premium over the last week. Both butane and propane
will still feature on some cracker feed-slates where it is inteWE ethylene produced from US ethane imports
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grated into a refinery, but much of the European flexibility will
currently be focused on naphtha.
Ethane sourced from the US remains an attractive feedstock for the crackers that can use it. The volume of European
ethylene produced from ethane imported from the US is back
close to the peaks of mid-2019, despite major operational
issues for ethane-consuming crackers in late 2019, 2020 and
2021. The volumes of ethane imported from the US have been
sustained because of the lower costs associated with ethylene
production from this feedstock, and the flow has been supported by the full operation of the Marcus Hook facility, which
is a shorter and lower-cost freight option for European buyers.
But the relatively high price of some European-origin ethane
Modelled WE steam cracker cash margin
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Europe
since the second quarter of this year has increased US imports
at the expense of European-origin material.
European ethane is sourced out of the North Sea, and while
some of the gas has to be extracted and retains a competitive
position on the feedstock slate, there is a tranche of material
that is sold with a TTF natural gas floor price. In our analysis we
have used this natural gas-based floor to compare the ethylene
margin from US imported ethane against the derived floor price
of this marginal North Sea ethane and with naphtha as a comparison. It clearly illustrates that on the margins, domestic ethane is
not attractive as a feedstock, particularly when compared with
US imported ethane. This situation is likely to persist, with European gas prices set to remain high into the autumn.
The negotiation for the September ethylene monthly
contract price (MCP) will start at the end of this week and is
unlikely to settle until the last working day of the month, if
then. As in previous months the feedstock naphtha price will
be the main price driver, and at the moment naphtha prices
are €19.32/t lower in August than they were in July. Prices
have increased month on month since November 2020, in most
cases with the naphtha price as the main driver. Producers
have been increasingly frustrated by their inability to convert
the tight market balance into higher cracker margins that
have, in most months, been eroded by the inexorable rise in
oil. They may argue that prices should have increased further
and should not fall now. But buyers will be unlikely to concede
that prices that have been driven up by naphtha should not
come down with it.
The market balance remains snug and alternates between
being tight as unplanned cracker outages restrict supply and
looser when derivative outages restrict demand. At the moment spot prices at 15-17pc discounts to the MCP reflect some
availability, and discounts might be higher if there was more
spot activity, but incremental demand is muted and most
producers are well covered. Operational issues in Scandinavia,
the UK, Italy and France over the last week have created some
additional demand. Planned maintenance has started in the UK
— albeit interlinked with an unplanned issue — and is scheduled to start at a German unit and a Scandinavian unit in the
coming days. The Mediterranean is short and ethylene is being
moved from the north to cover requirements.
The steam has evaporated from the PE market for the
moment. Demand remains strong but buyers are not struggling
to buy the material they need, and they are no longer overordering in the hope that they receive at least most of what
they need. The market is past the peak spring season, export
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demand to the US and South America that fuelled European
prices and shortages earlier in the year has passed, and producers have had a chance to rebuild some stock in the summer
lull. PE margins are still high, with European prices remaining
higher than other regions, but container availability and high
freight rates are restricting the arbitrage. Prices have been
gradually abating over recent months, with producers happy to
retain market share at the expense of price. PE producers are
cautious — too much stock in a market where prices are falling
is a concern, and this is exacerbated by the fall in oil prices.
Those who have been in the polyolefins market for any length
of time know how quickly the market can change.
PE prices will fall in August, the Argus interim assessment
is minus €65/t for HDPE and LLDPE, and minus €50/t for LDPE,
which remains the tightest of the grades.
The PVC market remains tightly balanced as autumn
planned maintenance begins, and although the supply stress
that was apparent in the spring peak season has abated, demand is strong and there is little slack in the system. Imports
remain low and export demand is likely to increase in September as China has had less to export. Chinese inventories
are low, and there is a shortage of calcium carbide for the
still-significant volumes of PVC made from the carbide route
in China. With Chinese exports reduced, buyers in India in
particular — with the country reopening following the Covid-19
peak in May — are looking for alternative supply sources.
PVC margins over ethylene remain at record levels and will
increase again slightly in August, with contract prices settling
in the range of rises between €35/t and €50/t against a monomer into PVC cost increase of €26.50/t, although most later
settlements have been at the lower end of this range. But
despite the record margin over ethylene, producers will rightly
cite the major energy price increases this year. Energy is a major cost for PVC, and while the monomer cost increase tends
to be the focus of negotiations, there are other costs that have
been eroding total margin.
The August MEG contract price has yet to settle, and
negotiations are now likely to be concluded next month. The
European market has been tightened by reduced imports and
unplanned production issues. Ethane supply issues in Jubail,
Saudi Arabia, earlier in the month affected the production of
at least two Saudi MEG units, restricting volumes for export,
and are likely to limit volumes arriving in Europe next month.
Demand into PET has been reasonable but there are still
concerns over the sourcing of PET co-feedstock PTA, which has
restricted incremental MEG demand.
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Upstream and cracker margins
Naphtha prices continued to retreat this week to $621/t, down
by $36/t. Propane prices were also lower at $688/t, down by
$19/t compared with last week. Naphtha cracker margins rose
to $366/t this week, up by $95/t to the highest since the start
of June. Propane cracker cash margins were at negative $2/t
this week, up by $44/t. Naphtha remains the preferable feedstock choice among producers compared with propane given a
stronger margin and lower prices.
Asia’s ethylene capacity losses rose to 6.2pc in August,
up from last estimates of 5.3pc because of delayed cracker
restarts.
Japan’s Mitsui Chemicals extended a turnaround at its
Chiba cracker by 17 days to 22 August. Singapore’s PCS has
also delayed restart schedule at its No.2 cracker by a few days
due to power issues. China’s Zhejiang Petrochemical has finally
ramped up cracker operations to 90pc from mid-August after
a cut to 70pc in the first half of the month because of refin-
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ery cutbacks. The region is expecting a lighter maintenance
season this autumn with capacity losses likely to fall to 3.2pc
in September and 2.5pc in October. Three crackers - India’s
Haldia, Malaysia’s Lotte Titan and China’s Sinopec Qilu - are
returning to production in September. GS Caltex has planned
a 12-day maintenance at its new 700,000 t/yr cracker at the
end of August. The next major shutdowns would be Korea LG
Daesan’s 1.27mn t/yr cracker at the end of September, China
Fujian Refining and Petrochemical's 1.1mn t/yr cracker in midOctober and China CNOOC Shell’s 1mn t/yr No.1 cracker in late
October.
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Outages

Ethylene
Deals and discussions:
 Tender to sell (24 August): $940/t fob Korea, 3,000-3,500t,
end-September loading, from KPIC
 Selling ideas: $980-1,000/t cfr northeast Asia, September
arrival
 Buying ideas: $940-950/t cfr northeast Asia, September
arrival
Northeast Asia
Asia ethylene prices were stable-to-firm this week. Lower
offers disappeared from the market following corrections in
crude futures and market sentiment.
No firm offers were quoted throughout the week as the
key sellers have held back sales temporarily. But buyers’ ideas
were capped at mid-$900s/t cfr China this week.
South Korea’s KPIC issued a sales tender on 24 August for a
3,000-3,500t end-September loading spot cargo. The cargo was
awarded at $940/t fob Korea to a Japanese trading firm.
Demand from standalone styrene monomer (SM) makers,
previously the most active merchant buyers for ethylene,
remained weak because their margins remained negative
and with production cutbacks among Chinese SM plants. The
ethylene glycol (MEG) sector was weaker than most derivatives
despite of a small rebound early this week along with higher
crude. Large new capacities and production cutbacks in the
downstream polyester industry to cope with high inventories
and slower demand dragged on MEG prices, which declined by
over 4pc last week.
Demand from other derivatives including ethylene oxide
(EO), polyethylene (PE), polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and ethylene
vinyl acetate (EVA) sectors are picking up in the run-up to a
typically strong demand season in September-October.
Supply remained tight across the region. GS Caltex in Korea
will begin a two-week maintenance at its 700,000 t/yr new
cracker from the end of August and LG Chem’s Daesan cracker
will undergo a major turnaround from the end of September.
Long-haul shipments remained absent. US prices have fallen
to around 37 ¢/lb at Mont Belvieu or around $816/t, but the
arbitrage against Asia remained shut.
China's domestic ethylene prices picked up this week. Sinopec raised its listed price to 7,400 yuan/t ex-tank ($1,001/t on
an import parity basis) on 25 August from Yn7,300/t ($987/t).
Supply in the domestic market has been short because of production issues and new demand.
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Plant

KTA

Duration

Petronas Kerteh

Cracker

440

midJul-15Aug

PCS No.2

Cracker

625

midJul-23-24Aug

China Coal Mengda

MTO

300

16Jul-16Aug

Nanjing Chengzhi

MTO

230

6Aug-20Aug, 60pc

Mitsui Chem Chiba

Cracker

612

13Jun-22Aug
midJul-endAug

Shutdown
Restarted

Ongoing
Liaoning Huajin

Cracker

610

Petronas Rapid

Cracker

1,290

ENEOS Kawasaki

Cracker

540

LG Chem Yeosu

Cracker

1,160

Aug, 90spc operating

delayed to end-2021
cut to 85pc rate from endApr

LG Chem Yeosu

Cracker

800

Aug, 90spc operating

LG Chem Daesan

Cracker

1,270

Aug, 80spc operating

Haldia Petrochemicals

Cracker

700

1Aug, 30 days

Lotte Titan

Cracker

285

3Aug, 35 days

Sinopec Qilu

Cracker

840

2Aug, 50 days

Expected
GS Caltex

Cracker

800

endAug, 12 days

Nanjing Chengzhi

MTO

300

midSept, 1.5 mths

LG Chem Daesan

Cracker

1,270

endSep-midNov, 45 days

Fujian Refining & Petchem Cracker

1,100

midOct, 40-45 days

CNOOC Shell No 1

Cracker

1,000

CPC No.4

Cracker

385

2H Oct, 50 days
earlyNov, 2 mths

New plants
PetroChina Lanzhou

Cracker

800

Gulei Petrochemical

Cracker

1,000

Luqing Petrochemical

Cracker

750

on spec 3Aug
on spec 18Aug
Startup likely end-Aug

Private-sector cracker SP Chemical cut its operations at
its 650,000 t/yr ethane/propane-fed cracker to 30-40pc from
current 100pc from 25 August for six days to change a dryer,
resulting in production losses of 10,000t. The company has
shut its downstream vinyl chloride monomer (VCM) plant for
maintenance but has kept its SM unit running.
Methanol-to-olefin (MTO) maker Nanjing Chengzhi restarted
its No.2 plant with 240,000 t/yr of ethylene on 20 August after
a two-week maintenance, but the plant has reduced rates to
60pc as of the same week because of technical issues. The
company plans to conduct a 1½-month of turnaround at its
No.1 MTO plant with 130,000 t/yr of ethylene in mid-September.
New private-sector cracker Shandong Luqing last week
started up its 400,000 t/yr of linear-low-density polyethylene
plant, running on merchant ethylene supplies. The company
has been in the market buying ethylene, which drove up
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Selected ethylene shipment
Vessel

mts

Origin

Destination

Laycan

Charter

Clipper Hermes

9,000

Houston, Enterprise

Options

2H Jul

Marubeni

Pacific Jupiter

9,000

Houston, Enterprise

Options

13-15 Jul

BASF

Gaschem Shinano

3,500

Priolo, Italy

Lavera, France

13-15 Jul

ENI

Zita Schulte

5,000

Singapore

Map Ta Phut, Thailand

mid-Jul

--

Zita Schulte

5,000

Singapore

Anyer, Indonesia

19-21 Jul

Marubeni

Happy Avocet

5,000

Panjin, China

Indonesia

26-28 Jul

Kolmar

Happy Kestrel

6,500

Houston, Enterprise

ARA

1-5 Aug

Ineos

Kithnos

6,000

Rio Grande

Asia

12-14 Aug

Braskem

Happy Condor
Navigator Umbrio

4,500

Houston, Targa

Northwest Europe

Early Aug

Mitsubishi

11,500

Houston, Targa

Kaohsiung+China

8-10 Aug

Mitsubishi

Clipper Hermes

9,000

Priolo, Italy

Merak, Indonesia

3-5 Aug

Marubeni

Clipper Hebe

9,000

Priolo, Italy

Merak, Indonesia

End Aug

Kolmar

Kithira

5,000

Aliaga, Turkey

Ras Lanuf, Libya

Prompt

BGN

Gaschem Atlantic

4,500

Houston, Enterprise

Europe

1H Aug

Marubeni

Singapore

Options

25-27 Aug

Marubeni

Ithacki

3,500-5,000

local ethylene prices to Yn7,900/t ex-tank from last week’s
Yn7,400/t. Luqing plans to start up its 750,000 t/yr cracker
over the next week.
Another new cracker Gulei Petrochemical is ramping up its
1m t/yr cracker after it achieved on-specification production
on 20 August. Two derivative plants SM and EO/EG have been
running at stable rates around 80pc. Gulei is loading its first
ethylene vessel this week for merchant sales.
Southeast Asia
Southeast Asian prices fell recently after short positions were
covered and as more spot offers emerged. Buying ideas slipped
to mid-$900s/t cfr southeast Asia from a previous high-$900s/t.
The regular supplies to Indonesia from Italy are recovering.
A Japanese trading firm bought two spot lots a week earlier
from Singapore for loading in end-August and mid-September,
and two separate spot lots from Thailand this week, likely for
its contract pool.
Supply is recovering. Malaysia’s Petronas Kerteh resumed
cracker operations in mid-August. Singapore’s PCS fed in
naphtha to its 625,000 t/yr No.2 cracker early this week. The
cracker was supposed to restart around 18-19 August after a
turnaround but has been delayed by power supply issues.

Polyethylene (PE)
The Chinese PE market softened amid weak sentiment. Linear
low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) futures fell on 25 August
after rising for two days. The upcoming new capacities continued to depress market sentiment.
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Inventories at state-controlled Sinopec and PetroChina fell
to 680,000t as the week ends from 715,000t seen last Wednesday. Consumption rate slightly improved along with the increasing restocking activities last week when prices increased.
In Chinese domestic market, high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) film prices softened to Yn8,350-8,800/t ex-works
in east China. LLDPE prices were Yn50/t lower to Yn8,2508,400/t. Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) prices were stable
at Yn11,100-11,400/t ex-works in east China with the premium
against LLDPE widening to Yn2,925/t.
Downstream agriculture film orders have been improving ahead of the peak season starting from early September.
Converters’ operating rates returned to 25pc this week from a
very low level. Christmas orders for finished products kicked in
recently, which is earlier than usual because overseas buyers
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were afraid of the longer shipment duration than the previous
years. But order volumes are expected to reduce compared
with previous years as the persistently high freight rates
squeezed export margins.
Supply of LDPE remained tight this week and major overseas producers kept their offers firm. LDPE prices increased
by $15/t to $1,340-1,380/t cfr China. Offers for Saudi Arabian
origin cargoes were at $1,440/t. Qatari producers were offering $1,430/t, $10/t lower than last week.
Spot prices for LLDPE were unchanged at $1,080-1,120/t cfr
China. Saudi Arabian origin cargoes were offered at $1,190/t,
while Qatari-origin supplies were offered at $1,150/t. HDPE
film was the weakest among all PE grades, with deal prices
unchanged at $1,050-1,090/t cfr China and offers for Saudi
Arabian cargoes at $1,110-1,120/t.
China is facing increasing supply pressures with the finish of scheduled maintenances and new capacitors. These
included coal-to-olefin or methanol-to-olefin plants Jiutai
Energy, Pucheng Clean Energy and China Coal Mengda, with a
total 900,000 t/yr of PE production capacity. Cracker-based
producer Huajin Ethylene shut its 300,000 t/yr HDPE unit on
15 July for a 45-day turnaround. Sinopec Qilu’s 650,000 t/yr PE
units began a 50-day turnaround on 2 August. Shaanxi Yanchang Yan'an has postponed its maintenance to early September for its 450,000 t/yr HDPE unit.
PetroChina Lanzhou Petrochemical achieved on-specification ethylene production. The company plans to ramp up its
400,000 t/yr LLDPE/HDPE and 400,000 t/yr HDPE units next
month. Shandong Luqing has started up its 400,000 t/yr new
LLDPE plant last week and is looking to run its 350,00t/yr new
HDPE very soon. Zhejiang petrochemical delayed further the
startup schedule at its 800,000t/yr of new PE capacity from
August to September.

Ethylene glycol (MEG)
The cfr China market fell sharply last Wednesday-Friday from
$665/t to $640/t on a slump in crude futures. Weak sentiment limited negotiations, as market participants expected
demand for spot material to be curtailed. Discussions picked
up marginally on Friday, as polyester sales picked up and some
trading firms become more positive for price outlooks.
Discussion level moved up early this week following a
rebound in crude futures. Several parcels traded at $645-655/t
cfr China over Monday to Tuesday.
Chinese domestic MEG largely fell over last Wednesday-
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Friday. Deals for prompt shipment lost more than Yn200/t and
bottomed at Yn4,920/t ex-tank on Thursday afternoon. But
sentiment picked up last Friday and prices rebounded early
this week to Yn5,080-5,100/t ex-tank in line with higher MEG
futures. Premiums against the EG2109 futures contract hovered
at Yn50-70/t through the assessment week.
MEG inventory at east China main ports rose by 48,000t
this week to 586,000t, as discharging restored to normal at
main Jiangsu ports with Covid-19 well-contained.
Fujian Gulei Petrochemical ramped up operating rates to
80pc at its 700,000 t/yr new MEG unit as the week ended.
Fujian Refining and Petrochemical plans to have a 40-45 day
overhaul at its 400,000 t/yr plant from mid-October in line
with an upstream cracker turnaround. CNOOC-Shell also plans
to have 45-50 days of overhaul at its 320,000 t/yr No.1 MEG
line at Huizhou from late October. The production disruption
at Saudi Arabia has been resolved, and production at Sharq
No.1 to No.3 returned to normal.
In the syngas-based MEG sector, overall operating rates
in China were around 50pc this week. But this will drop as
Tongliao GEM plans to have a 20-day turnaround from early
September at its 300,000 t/yr unit, while Inner Mongolia Xinhang Energy will have a 15-day turnaround at its 400,000 t/yr
production line.

Ethylene oxide (EO)
China’s EO prices gained another Yn100/t late last week to
Yn7,800/ ex-tank east China. The uptick since mid-July, driven
by a tighter supply balance after plant outages, has boosted
EO prices by 13pc. Fundamentals are moving towards a stronger balance in order to tame potential price upsides.
Domestic production is increasing following the restart of
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PetroChina Sichuan’s 180,000 t/yr unit in mid-August and the
start-up of Gulei Petrochemical’s 100,000 t/yr new plant on 18
August. The new plant is running at 80pc. The week’s run rate
at Chinese EO plants recovered to 74pc from 70pc two weeks
earlier.
The market is facing more suppy shortly with four other
plants, totalling 730,000 t/yr of EO capacity, returning from
turnarounds in the coming two weeks. Jiangsu Sailboat and
Liaoning Huajin have delayed restarts to end-August from the
second half of August.
Declines in coproduct MEG prices since last week may
prompt swing plants to return to more EO production.
Demand picked up in the past two weeks along with
higher EO prices. Converters returned to the market, restocking raw materials on expectation of higher prices and
in preparation for the upcoming peak demand season. But
demand in the consumer markets for water reducing agents
and surfactants has not seen apparent increases as of the
week, and that has curtailed converters' buying sentiment for
more feedstock.
Chinese non-integrated EO margins stood at a five-month
high of about $110-120/t in the past three weeks compared
with average margins of -$20/t in July.

Styrene monomer (SM)
Asian SM prices picked up in the week to 25 August, lifted by
crude’s recovery, but stayed in the same range as week-earlier
prices and are still at a five-month low because of weak market sentiment driven by lengthening supply in China and poor
market liquidity.
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The benzene-SM production spread averaged about $170/t
this week, which is the lowest since December 2020. This
spread has been declining since February because of a supply
growth spurt in China this year while exports to rebalance the
market dwindled after June.
SM demand has been stable and consumer affordability has
been comfortable, with derivative prices tracking SM price
trends and giving little direction or drive to the feedstock.
Feedstock benzene’s $41/t or 4.5pc gain in the past week,
climbing from $908/t fob South Korea on 19 August to $949/t
fob on 24 August has also supported SM prices from further
declines.
Sellers increased cfr China offers for September-arrival
to $1,175/t on 24 August to capitalise on crude’s strength but
buyers were unwilling to pay more than $1,155/t cfr, having
raised October-arrival bids from $1,070/t cfr from the start of
the assessment week. Buying interest further softened as the
recovery in China’s domestic market faltered.
China’s domestic market failed to hold on to its intra-week
gains. Prices touched a high of Yn8,720/t on 23 August but
fell below the Yn8,560/t level on 25 August. These prices are
around $1,151-1,162/t on an import parity basis, which is why
cfr China bids have been slow to respond to offers that are
higher than these levels.
It has been two months since the benzene-SM production
spread has been unprofitable, prompting some non-integrated
producers in China to opt for shutdowns ranging from two
weeks to a month, bringing China’s overall SM operating rates
from a usual 88-90pc to about 80pc in August, according to
market participants’ estimates.
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Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
The Chinese PVC market remained on an uptick as supply
tightness lingered. Domestic inventories increased slightly
this week though still at a historic low. Producers raised their
offers for September-delivery cargoes given limited spot availabilities, while converters hesitated to restock at high prices.
The import market was quiet this week, as Taiwanese
producer Formosa last week sold out its September-delivery
cargoes at $1,270/t cfr China. Some offers for South Korean
cargoes were quoted at $1,250-1,300/t fob South Korean, but
no cargoes were sold to Chinese buyers. Strong demand and
higher prices in the India market have drawn away most Asian
cargoes. Cfr China prices rolled over at $1,250-1,270/t cfr
China this week.
Export offers rose to $1,320-1,325/t cfr China, a $5-10/t
rise from the previous week. Higher export offers were driven
by increasing Indian demand, while concerns over container
shortages and rising freight costs continued to impede export.
The domestic market firmed on tight supplies. Governmental policies for energy consumption cuts in northeast China
continued to limit carbide calcium and downstream carbidebased PVC production. Prices for carbide-based PVC increased
by Yn10-50/t to Yn9,350-9,460/t ex-works in east China.
Ethylene-based PVC prices rose accordingly to Yn9,700-9,900/t
ex-works in east China, Yn50-100/t higher than a week earlier.
Domestic demand has not risen as much as expected, and
price gains faced strong resistance from converters. Only some
film and pipe converters increased their operating rates, while
production of PVC profiles and floors remained low.
Besides the curtailed production from carbide-based
plants, there were some planned maintenance at ethylene-
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Downstream outages
Shutdown

Plant

KTA

Duration

Ningbo Keyuan

SM

300

6May-endAug

Sinochem Hongrun

SM

120

12Jul-12Aug

Liaoning Huajin

SM

180

15Jul-15Aug

Singapore Shell

SM

320

midJul, 30-45 days

New Solar

SM

300

endJul-18Aug

Anhui Jiaxi

SM

350

11Aug-endAug

Sinopec Qilu

SM

200

2Aug, 45 days

Tianjin Dagu

SM

500

18Aug, 20 days

Gulei Refinery

SM

600

7Aug, on-spec

LG Chem Daesan

SM

170

8Aug-2Sept

Taiwan TSMC

SM

160

1Aug, 1 mth

PetroChina Sichuan

EO/EG

Jiangsu Sailboat

EO

Liaoning Huajin

EO/EG

Nanjing Dynamics

EO

100

endJul-endAug

Jiangsu Jurong

EO

260

3Jun-earlySept

Sinopec Yangzi

EO

100

2Aug, 2 mths

Gulei Refinery

EO/EG

100/700

20Aug, 80pc rate

Fujian Refining & Petchem EO/EG

180/500

midOct, 40-45 days

60/320

2HOct, 45-50 days

180/360

endJul-12Aug

200

14Jul-endAug

170/200

15Jul-endAug

CNOOC Shell No.1

EO/EG

Sinopec Qilu

PVC

350

2Aug, 50 days

Tianjin Dagu

PVC

700

to scrap the rest 30pc by
end-Oct

LG Bohai

PVC

400

1Sept, 2 weeks

Tianjin Dagu

PVC

800

to start up in Oct-Nov

Pucheng Clean Energy

LLDPE/HDPE

300

15 Jul to 6 Aug

Jiutai Energy

LLDPE/HDPE

280

15 Jul to 6 Aug

Huajin Ethylene

HDPE

300

15 Jul for 45 days

Mengda Energy

LLDPE/HDPE

300

16 Jul to 16 Aug

Shaanxi Yanchang Yan'an HDPE

450

early Sep for one month

Shenhua Yulin

LDPE

300

17 Aug for 25 days

Sinopec Qilu

LLDPE/HDPE

650

2 Aug - 20 Sep

Zhongtian Hechuang

LLDPE

300

Aug

Yantai Wanhua

LLDPE/HDPE

450

12 Aug till now

Haiguo Longyou

LLDPE/HDPE

400

7 Jul to late Aug

Fujian Refining and
Petrochemical

LLDPE/HDPE

450

19 Aug to early Sep

based units. Sinopec Qilu is undergoing a 50-day turnaround
at its 350,000 t/yr unit since 2 August. Tianjin Dagu scrapped
70pc of its old 800,000 t/yr capacity on 5 August, leaving only
30pc running until the end of October. LG Bohai will shut its
400,000 t/yr line for a two-week maintenance on 1 September.
Indian PVC prices were assessed at $1,410-1,470/t cfr India
last week, wider from $1,430-1,450/t a week earlier. Taiwan-
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ese producer Formosa raised its offer for September-delivery
cargoes to $1,410/t cif India, which was $80/t higher than
last month. But allocations were less than usual because the
company has planned maintenance works in September. Container shortages also made it difficult for more volumes to be
shipped.
Offers for South Korean cargoes were at $1,600/t cif India,
higher from $1,570/t cif last week. Japan-origin cargoes were
offered at $1,750/t cif India, which would be around $1,580/t
cif after accounting for import duties. Deals were done for
cargoes at this level. China-origin carbide-based PVC were
muted this week. But the continued upswing buying momentum, production cuts at Chinese producers and increased
freight rates, are expected to narrow the difference between
Chinese carbide-based PVC and ethylene-based PVC from other
origins.
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